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powerful women the 25 most influential women in congress - from a lone legislator in 1917 to power players today
women in congress have changed the culture of u s politics forging alliances across regional and ideological lines vying for
prominent roles and crafting new policy discussions women in the house and senate are clearing a new path, most
influential women in modern history msn - a winner of the nobel peace prize the congressional gold medal and the
international sim n bol var prize kyi is one of the the most influential women politicians in the modern history, the 50 most
powerful people in washington gq - the last time we assessed power in d c hope and change were still in the air and a tea
party was a game you played with your kids in a town where everyone inflates their own importance gq, top 10 most
influential chinese women in history - today women in china enjoy the same benefits as their male counterparts which is
a sharp contrast to how the women were treated in ancient china, the 50 most powerful latinas of 2017 fortune - the
accomplishments of these influential latinas stand on their own and are even more significant given the traditional
roadblocks that exist for women especially latinas, 25 most influential people on the internet in 2018 time - from bts to
ninja time lists the 25 most influential people on the internet who had the most impact on social media and the news, meet
the 25 most important people in pr business insider - susan gilchrist ceo at brunswick the most powerful pr
professionals are the ones you never hear about they re working behind the scenes advising ceos and presidents, 10
influential women of 21st century elistmania - the present u s secretary of state although having lost the democratic
presidential nomination of 2008 to barack obama continues to be the most significantly influential female of our century, 67
joaquin guzman loera forbes - ceo of the sinaloa cartel el chapo is the world s most powerful drug trafficker the cartel is
responsible for an estimated 25 of all illegal drugs that enter the u s via mexico, religion of history s 100 most influential
people - the following list of influential figures from world history comes from michael h hart s book the 100 a ranking of the
most influential persons in history in the book hart provides brief biographies of each of the individuals as well as reasons for
their ranking, ie100 from pm narendra modi to virat kohli the list of - ie100 the list of most powerful indians in the year
leading up to 2019 the modi shah combine hasn t seemed like the election behemoth it once was, equal rights
amendment wikipedia - the equal rights amendment era is a proposed amendment to the united states constitution
designed to guarantee equal legal rights for all american citizens regardless of sex it seeks to end the legal distinctions
between men and women in terms of divorce property employment and other matters the era was originally written by alice
paul and crystal eastman, the 36 most powerful people in politics business insider - former u s president unable to
resist the lure of a presidential race clinton hit the trail for president barack obama campaigning tirelessly as the democratic
party s most effective surrogate, 13 powerful women mystics who helped shape christianity - the women mystics of
christianity lived courageous and often radical lives they pushed their bodies to the extremes of survival challenged societal
norms and occasionally died for their faith, the undefeated 44 most influential black americans in history - 44 african
americans who shook up the world intro by kevin merida portraits by robert ball t his is a list of the undefeated 44 a
collection of dreamers and doers noisy geniuses and quiet, national rifle association wikipedia - the national rifle
association of america nra is an american nonprofit organization that advocates for gun rights founded in 1871 the group
has informed its members about firearm related legislation since 1934 and it has directly lobbied for and against firearms
legislation since 1975 founded to advance rifle marksmanship the modern nra continues to teach firearm safety and
competency, the 50 most influential think tanks in the united states - the institutions on this list make up the 50 most
influential think tanks in the united states as gauged by their ability to market their ideas on the web, harvey weinstein
kevin spacey more men accused of - these are all the men in hollywood politics business and more accused of sexual
assault and harassment since the harvey weinstein scandal, the 10 most influential movies used as propaganda taste every film relies heavily on its audience and how they respond to the themes and ideas explored on screen with the right
skills and techniques a film can easily become a powerful medium one that can inspire action and influence change, the fed
the inside story of how the world s most powerful - the fed the inside story of how the world s most powerful financial
institution drives the markets martin mayer on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers a timely inside look at america
s federal reserve system reveals how the fed has reinvented itself in response to changes in the new economy, before
hillary clinton there was shirley chisholm bbc news - decades before barack obama or hillary clinton there was shirley
chisholm as the first black woman to run for president for a major political party she was years ahead of her time so why don
t, hillary clinton biography biography - we need to understand that there is no formula for how women should lead their

lives that is why we must respect the choices that each woman makes for herself and her family
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